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Developing a Culture of Enterprise-wide Innovation 
A Case Study: The Coast Guard’s Innovation Program 

Background 
An excerpt from my November 2020 article 

Most entrepreneurs know that creative and innovative 
companies and organizations have an advantage over their 
competition… 

But what can innovation do to enhance organizations in the 
public sector?  Nearly all agencies have some highly-
energized and innovative employees, but what would be the 
impact if that energy and excitement could be spread across 
an entire organization? 

The impact of innovation is measured differently in the 
private and public sectors. In the private sector, 
improvements in efficiency and effectiveness translate into 
profits and better service to customers and stockholders. In 
the public sector these improvements translate into savings 
in time that can be applied towards better serving the 
American taxpayer. In both cases, a senior leader’s goal 
should be, on an enterprise-wide level, to create the 
expectation that everyone should find ways to improve 
themselves and their organization. 

Making it Real – The Coast Guard’s Innovation Program: A Case Study 
I had the honor to serve as chairman of the Coast Guard’s Innovation Council and 
closely followed the Innovation Program from its start-up for several years (2002 to 
2011).  It’s an exciting story of how, using minimal resources, organizations can 
successfully engage the entire enterprise in innovation and develop change agents at 
all levels to make an impressive impact and positively change organizational culture. 
Some highlights – challenges, strategies and impacts are described below. For more 
details, I refer you to Chapter Seven (Energizing the Enterprise) of my book 
Unauthorized Progress – Leading from the Middle: Stories and Proven Strategies for 
Making Meaningful Impacts (Check it out here). 

In 2002 I was assigned to Coast Guard Headquarters to work for the Vice-Commandant 
and Chief of Staff. The Vice-Commandant, VADM Tom Collins, was frustrated by how 
long it took to implement new initiatives and wanted to greatly accelerate the timeframe 
from identifying good ideas to implementing them. He envisioned and initiated an 
Innovation Program to achieve this goal which consisted of a small innovation team, 
advisors or consultants from major programs, and an annual Innovation Expo where CG 
personnel could share their innovative initiatives.  
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Innovation was one of three major responsibilities I had and with my innovation staff of 
two, we got to work. With VADM Collin’s support we identified about 12 volunteer 
innovation consultants (CG military and civilian employees) from major programs and 
formed the Innovation Council. We had several robust discussions about how we could 
energize the entire Coast Guard around innovation in order to have an impact on 
improving the organization and better accomplishing the agency’s missions. 

The prior year, we had our first Innovation Expo at the Coast Guard Academy in New 
London, CT. One of our first lessons, was not to plan a major conference in New 
England in February, as a blizzard blanketed the northeast and we had to reschedule 
the event for late spring. It was a modest, but good beginning with 38 innovation 
exhibits and 200 attendees. In 2002 we moved the Expo to Baltimore’s Inner Harbor 
and partnered with the National Defense Industry Association (NDIA) to help coordinate 
the event which had 66 booths and 500 attendees. VADM Collins also attended and 
spoke to participants. Innovation Council members examined the innovation exhibits 
and identified ideas with the greatest potential for expansion across the Coast Guard for 
prototype funding from a small innovation fund dedicated to supporting the best of the 
best initiatives.  

During 2002-03 the Innovation Council developed ways to expand the impact of the 
Innovation program. We received an increase in funding for the Innovation Fund (to 
promote seed money for the most promising initiatives identified at the Expo), 
developed annual innovation awards to be presented by the Commandant at the Expo, 
and initiated an innovation scholarship program of $2,000 for a specific Masters’ degree 
in Quality Systems Management that required students to complete a process 
improvement project resulting in a positive return on investment to the organization. The 
Innovation Award process included a message from the Commandant to every unit in 
the Coast Guard announcing winners in the various award categories which resulted in 
award winners receiving several congratulatory emails from friends and well-wishers 
across the agency. 

Based on the success of the 2nd Expo, we also held the 3rd Expo in Baltimore which was 
nearly a fatal error. My staff and NDIA went to great lengths to make sure everything 
went flawlessly, including keynote speakers, the Commandant’s address, Innovation 
Award presentations, etc. But we didn’t plan for one failure mode….wild success!  This 
Expo had 100 exhibits and 900 attendees and the fire marshal threatened to shut down 
the event due to exceeding the hotel and conference center capacity per fire 
regulations. The following week I received a frustrated call from our Office of 
International Affairs who informed me that I really disappointed the Argentinians 
because they had a delegation that wanted to attend but the fire marshal would not let 
them in (I didn’t even know they planned to attend!). 

Avoiding space constraints the next year, we held the Expo at a new International 
Conference Center in Savannah, GA with 200 exhibits and 1,400 attendees, including 
representatives of 23 nations attending. Partner agencies (Departments of Defense and 
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Homeland Security) joined us as did federal solution providers with exhibits which we 
leveraged to reduce the cost for Coast Guard personnel attending the Expo. We also 
experimented with co-locating the semi-annual executive conference (all CG Admirals 
and civilian executives) with the Expo so all CG executives could view the exhibits, talk 
with CG innovators, partners and industry, and attend the awards ceremony and 
keynote talks.  

With so many attendees we found that local hotels were willing to provide us meeting 
and conference rooms at no cost. This led to the Innovation Council marketing following 
Expos as ‘the Gathering Place’ for CG communities (aviation, engineers, finance, etc.) 
which would normally hold a 1-2 day annual conference. By holding their event at the 
same location as the Expo they could receive free meeting spaces, attend the Expo, 
have access to key customers also attending the Expo, and take advantage of senior 
leaders attending the Flag conference who could speak to their groups. 

The innovation experience and culture continued to expand in following years with 
Expos held in Silicon Valley, Orlando, New Orleans, and Virginia Beach and ultimately 
leveling off at 400 exhibits and 2,000-2,500 attendees. Metrics used to assess the 
expansion of the innovation culture are shown below: 

Coast Guard Innovation Progress 2001 2002 2003 2004 ….. 2010 
# Innovation Expo Exhibits 38 65 108 243 … 400+ 
Expo Attendees 200 500 900 1400 … 2500 
# Innovation Award Submissions --- --- 20 54 … 60-70 
NGS QSM Masters Degree Grads 
(Total) & Project Value (Total) 

--- --- 27 
$9M+ 

110 
$180M+ 

… 700+ 
$500M+ 

CG/OPM Surveys: Innovation  
(Positive Responses) 

--- 44% --- 50% … 53% 

 

In addition, the Quality Systems Management Master’s Degree program supported by 
innovation scholarships resulted in over 700 Coast Guard women and men earning their 
master’s degrees while implementing process improvement projects valued by senior 
champions (CG leaders) at $500 million. 

Strategy:  One significant strategy discussion was whether the Innovation Program 
should emphasize broadband innovation, or focus on specific theme areas. Ultimately, 
we decided that to change the culture, we needed to encourage everyone to innovate, 
be proactive, and lead from wherever they were. This was the right decision as no 
segment felt less-valued than others and we implemented and recognized many 
significant and impactful initiatives in areas that likely would not have been targeted – 
because people felt empowered and “..knew a better way.”   

One example was a senior civilian who worked in the medical field and was also a 
member of the Coast Guard Auxiliary, a volunteer component that supports the Coast 
Guard. From his civilian position he knew Port Security Units (PSUs) deployed to the 
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Mideast to support the Navy and DoD forces had an inordinately high number of 
medical discharges and evacuations due to the intense heat. He learned that most 
PSUs were from midwestern states where CG personnel had difficulty getting CG 
medical exams prior to deployment. Several medical conditions which should have been 
identified prior to deployments, weren’t, until a medical event occurred. From his 
Auxiliary service this gentleman knew the Auxiliary often provided boats and aircraft to 
assist with search and rescue cases and he thought, why can’t we develop an Auxiliary 
medical corps to provide dental and medical exams to CG  personnel before they 
deploy overseas. On his own he sought volunteers and organized an Auxiliary Medical 
Unit comprised of 400 doctors, nurses, and dentists to provide free exams to CG 
personnel deploying to the Mideast, saving $100,000 in the first year alone.  

Lessons Learned/Best Practices:  Some of the most significant learnings while 
expanding the Coast Guard’s culture of innovation include: 

• Innovation is exciting for frontline employees and strongly supported by 
executives who want to accelerate constructive change….however for middle 
managers and supervisors who have traditionally directed work – it can be 
confusing and frustrating. The role of supervisors/managers – needs to shift from 
directing work (how to do it, what to do), to coaching/guiding employees, and 
maximizing their potential and success. This will likely take training and definitely 
reinforcement from senior leadership as a manager’s success becomes 
redefined from what they direct their team to do, to how much their team learns, 
develops and accomplishes as a result of their coaching and constructive 
empowerment. 

• Plan for the possibility of ‘wild success’ 
• The power of collaboration and partnerships. People were amazed that even with 

Expos with up to 2,500 attendees, we never had a contract between the Coast 
Guard and NDIA who coordinated hotels, conference rooms, exhibits, and 
registration for the events. Everyone was pleased with the outcomes due to the 
success of the planning, the large number of attendees, and the excitement 
generated by the event. Likewise, our partnerships with DHS, DoD and other 
federal agencies, industry, as well as the international community, were 
enhanced by inclusion, engagement, and networking conducted at the Expos. 

If you’d like to learn more about the Coast Guard’s Innovation Program, I encourage 
you to explore Chapter Seven – Energizing the Enterprise in my book Unauthorized 
Progress – Leading from the Middle. 

- Geoff Abbott (AbbottGL@aol.com) 


